June Extra - Jigsaw 27 of the 29 solutions into the 5x5x5 grid. Two superfluous solutions form a three
word phrase with one of the 27 which might shed some light. Focussing elsewhere will help too.
1.

Fabulous writer in a doubtful pose

2.

This viewpoint could be right for Pythagoras

3.

Send message to the French by taxi

4.

Group singing vocal score

5.

Fresh after prison he wrote about the barely polite butler

6.

P M’s flat colour?

7.

Dumps can be something of a rotten nuisance

8.

Turn up in Parisian petition

9.

Mixed spice works longer than usual

10.

Bit of (over-rorty) fluff

11.

Lie about in make-up

12.

Whose best friends are real diamonds?

13.

In charge of mixing gin with sugar

14.

John, last US serviceman going back to front is blocked by snow

15.

Hard core producers allowed back in at first

16.

Accommodation no longer available in this isolated spot

17.

Following? Dead right!

18.

Out at 99 and swinging both ways is unacceptable (3,2)

19.

Nothing odd about nongolfers causing stares

20.

Animated gal returns tainted love. She’s pop-eyed

21.

Entertainment for beggars - or ape, suitably prepared

22

What a nerve! But shows a measure of spirit

23.

Back-chat about Simon Terry’s encrusted stew

24.

Irritable friend of willowy, windy, underground creature

25.

Chap on the beat strains groin

26.

Hallowed saint holds party

27.

Crazy Boers sever tongue in half

28.

Instrument of fire with Chinese associations

29.

‘Revolting peasant!’ ‘What did you say?
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